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Mission Statement
Feedback and marking is a fundamental part of effective Assessment for Learning.

Effective Assessment for Learning will:
• raise attainment in schools as children become better learners;
• provide an ongoing record-keeping system measured against learning intentions;
• motivate and encourage all children by helping them to identify strengths and successes;

We believe feedback and marking should provide constructive feedback to every child, focusing on success 
and improvement needs against learning intentions and curricular targets; enabling children to become 
reflective learners and helping them to close the gap between current and desired performances.

Feedback that focuses on what needs to be done can encourage all to believe that they can improve.

Principles
Feedback and marking will:
 immediate feedback has a greater impact on pupil progress than distance marking, so we will 

prioritise this within our lessons
 Relate to learning intentions, which need to be shared with children  Where appropriate, also 

relate to curricular targets
 Involve all adults working with children in the classroom.
 Give children opportunities to become aware of and reflect on their learning needs. 
 Give recognition and appropriate praise for achievement.
 Give clear strategies for improvement.
 Allow specific time for children to read, reflect and respond to marking.
 Involve children in the process (whether oral or written), to ensure equity across subjects and 

abilities.
 Take a personalised approach where attainment is based on that person’s previous attainment, 

within the context of marking towards the learning intention.
 Respond to individual learning needs, marking face-to-face with some and at a distance for others. 
 Inform future planning and individual target setting.
 Be accessible to children.
 Use consistent codes throughout the school.
 Ultimately be seen by children as positive in improving their learning. 
 Encourage and teach children to self-mark wherever possible.
 Be undertaken by the individual who has planned the lesson, except in the case of a guided session 
 Be carried out within 2 days of the lesson taking place  Be manageable for teachers.

At Grove Junior School we believe that best practice is when we:
• help children become better learners by giving a clear picture, either verbally or in writing of what 

they have done, and what they need to develop;
• give recognition and praise for achievement;
• provide suggestions for the next learning task;
• enable parents to understand their child’s strengths and weaknesses;
• identify targets for individuals or groups of children; • ensure regular dialogue between teacher 

and child;
• suggest individual strategies for improvement.
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Strategies – where a strategy has been used for marking / feedback this will be made clear through 
coding Oral Feedback:

• Oral feedback is potentially the most effective form of feedback, and will be the predominant 
approach for pupils who are not yet able to read teachers’ comments.

• Oral feedback needs to be specific to learning intentions to be useful feedback.
• One to one marking is difficult to manage in whole class setting, particularly with older children as 

the volume of the work increases, therefore a range of strategies need to be employed.

Summative feedback/marking
Staff should use the agreed marking codes (see ‘marking codes’ document) when marking pupils’ work. 
Correct answers should be ticked, incorrect answers marked with a pink dot and corrected / discussed with 
the child. Wherever possible, children should self-mark or the work should be marked as a class or in 
groups.

Formative feedback/marking
With oral feedback, in the course of a lesson, teachers’ comments to children should focus on the learning 
intention and the success criteria. Feedback should inform next steps in learning.

Quality Marking
Not all pieces of work can be ‘quality marked’. Teachers need to decide whether work will simply be 
acknowledged or given detailed attention. This should be based on a teacher’s professional judgement and 
should be fair and equitable to all children.
Wherever the task is open or narrative, feedback should focus first and foremost on the learning intention 
of the task. The emphasis in marking should be on both success against the learning intention and 
improvement needs against the learning intention. Focused comment should help the child in ‘closing the 
gap’ between what they have achieved and what they could have achieved (e.g. ‘what else could you say 
about the prince?’, ‘Say something about the prince’s personality’, ‘Try one of these words: handsome, 
elegant, arrogant’). Marking codes are used to save time, make the feedback more accessible to the child, 
and to indicate the level of support given (see ‘marking codes’ document).

There is a progression in the nature of marking and feedback: as the child becomes more able to read and 
access teacher comments, then the teacher will move from oral feedback towards ‘closing the gap’ 
marking.

Success and improvement strategy – ‘Closing the Gap’

Indicating successes –
• Teacher finds best places in the child’s work which relate to the learning intention and success criteria 

and highlight these in green.
• For children who cannot yet read teacher comments, teachers will make the improvement suggestion 

to children orally

Indicating improvement-
• Highlight in pink where the work improvement could be made. This could involve overwriting certain 

aspects (e.g. lack of capital letters or punctuation), or putting an arrow where improvement against the 
learning intention could take place, including a ‘closing the gap’ comment.
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• In maths, a wrong answer is marked with a pink dot, and pupils encouraged to correct 
Giving an improvement suggestion-
• An improvement suggestion is written/asked for by the teacher to help the child know how to make 

the specific improvement. Where codes are inappropriate, success and improvement should be pointed 
out verbally or in written form.

• In maths, particular attention should be given to number formation, 1 number in 1 square, and use of a 
ruler for underlining

Types of prompts

Reminder prompt –
A reminder prompt is a reiteration of the learning intention. 
Examples:
• How do you think the dog felt here?
• How could you show how the character feels? 
• What else could you say here?
• Can you use different sentence openings?

Scaffolded prompt –
A scaffolded prompt involves the teacher deciding what he/she would like the child to write, then finding a 
way of handing it back to the child.
Examples:

• Describe the expression on his face.
• Do you think he was annoyed? How do you think he might have shown this? 
• He was surprised that he…
• He barked ____ ly, running around feeling very _______.

Example prompt –
An example prompt models a choice of possible improvements, but asks if the child has an idea of his or 
her own
Examples:
Choose one of these, or your own:

• He couldn’t believe his eyes!
• He ran round in circles looking for the rabbit, feeling very confused

‘Prove it’ prompt
Where pupils have completely met the Learning Objective and Success Criteria, use a ‘prove –it’ comment
which challenges pupils to extend their learning e.g. (maths) ‘now can you find all number bonds to 20?’
(literacy) ‘now can you add some dialogue between these 2 characters?’

‘Fix-it’ time
Children should be given time every day to respond to the marking by making improvements to their 
work. We would also expect to see aspects identified for improvement addressed in subsequent pieces of 
work.

Children’s responses / self-marking
At the end of every piece of work, pupils should self-assess their work against the success criteria. This is 
done by recording a coloured dot alongside each aspect of the success criteria; red if they have not met it, 
yellow if they have partially met it, green if they have fully met. Pupils will need supporting in reviewing 
their work in this way to ensure they are accurate in their assessment.



Pupils should also refer to their writing and maths targets when evaluating their work, and should highlight 
evidence that they have met their target in blue pencil (e.g. circling capital letters and full stops, 
underlining powerful words, circling addition symbols).

Children can identify their own successes and look for improvement points. The plenary can then focus on 
this process as a way of analysing the learning. Pupils’ can indicate with their thumbs how successful they 
have been in meeting aspects of the success criteria.

Paired/Peer Marking
As part of lessons, children should sometimes be asked to mark work in pairs against the success criteria. 
The following points are important:

 Paired marking should be introduced with a group or whole class marking one piece of work, with 
the teacher leading, but inviting the children’s contributions so that the piece is marked through a 
process of discussion, analysis and modelling.

 Children need to be trained to do this, through modelling with the whole class, watching the paired 
marking in action.

 Ground rules (e.g. listening, interruptions, confidentiality, etc.) should be decided, then put up as a 
poster.

 Children should be encouraged to identify 2 ‘green’ (successful) aspects and 1 ‘pink’ aspect (even 
better if…) gainst the success criteria.

 Children will mark their partner’s work by underlining in pencil crayon using green for successes 
and pink for an area to improve.

 Pairings need to be based on someone you trust – best decided by teacher. These response 
partners should then be rotated as necessary.

 Pairings should be ability based, of two middle, two brighter or one middle and one lower together. 
 Encourage a dialogue between children rather than taking turns to be the ‘teacher’ they should

discuss each other’s work together (e.g. ‘I think this bit really shows how that character feels, what 
do you think?’)

Secretarial features
Secretarial features should not be the focus of all feedback unless this is part of the success criteria. 
Spelling, punctuation, grammar, etc should not be asked for in every piece of narrative writing, because 
children cannot effectively focus on too many things in one space of time. When work is finished, ask 
children to check for things they know are wrong in their work when they read it through. They should not 
be told to correct all spellings, or they are likely to write further misspellings or waste time looking words 
up. High Frequency word mats should be provided to support pupils.

Only give children feedback about those things you have agreed through the success criteria. This will 
mean that some aspects of writing are unmarked, but over time will be marked.

Shared marking
Using one piece of work from a child in another class to mark as a class, using a visualiser regularly to model 
the marking process and teach particular points at the same time.
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Another strategy is to show two pieces of marked work, with the same title, and discuss their differences.

Organisation

 The first 5 – 10 minutes of a lesson should, wherever possible, be used to get around the class to 
establish understanding and act on it where the work is too easy or too difficult.

 Where possible, children should be encouraged to self-mark.
 Occasionally it may be appropriate to set less work, especially in literacy and mathematics, so that 

time can be allowed to go through work and mark as a class.
 Whenever class discussion takes place, feedback is given orally. Notes might also be necessary to 

inform future planning as a result of the discussion findings.
 Children need to have some feedback about their work, but flexibility is important, depending on 

the nature of the task and the time available.
 Distance marking should be accessible to children and manageable for teachers. Use the agreed 

codes against learning intentions wherever possible.
 When work has been distance marked, time should be given for children to read and then make 

one focused improvement based on the improvement suggestion (linked with the arrow when 
codes are used). In order for the marking to be formative, the information must be used and acted 
on by the children.

Agreed marking codes
All classrooms will have the ‘Marking Codes’ poster on display. The codes are used to provide evidence of 
oral feedback and other marking taking place:

• DWC – Discussed with child 
• GM – Group Marking
• PM – Peer Marking 
• SM – Self-marked

All staff MUST indicate the level of support received in completing the work, as follows: 
• S = Supported
• I = Independent

Monitoring
Marking and feedback is monitored through a number of strategies and is built into the monitoring 
timetable. This monitoring will be carried out by the Senior Leadership Team and involve specific subject 
leaders where appropriate. Monitoring of marking and feedback will take place through a combination of 
the following:

• book scans
• planning scans 
• pupil interviews
• lesson observations
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